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about the studio

A portal to the world, in the 
heart of downtown Columbia. 
With digital fiber connectivity, Studio-on-Main plugs you into a  

telecommunications network that spans oceans, time zones and  

continents. Now you can transmit messages virtually anywhere in 

the world, from a versatile, on-call facility, just blocks away from 

the State Capital and the University of South Carolina.

Studio-On-Main provides transmission and production support for:

Ω High Definition Digital Fiber connectivity through Encompass

Ω ‘Insert’ studio for live shot production 

Ω Tape roll location for machine playback

Ω Corporate teleconferencing 

Ω Dedicated digital fiber switch / loop to local affiliates

hours

The studio is available
24-7/365, except:

Monday-Saturday

11:30 am - 1:30 pm
4:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Sunday

4:30 pm - 7:30 pm

rates
broadcast
The studio broadcast rate is $650 per hour, with a one-hour minimum. Rates 
are billed in half-hour increments after the first hour. This rate includes the 
services of a Technical Director/Engineer and a Camera Operator.

non-broadcast
Please call booking line 803-309-0694 for customized pricing on non-broadcast 
uses of the studio, including tape playback, corporate teleconferencing and 
establishing a digital fiber switch or loop to local affiliates.

Fiber and satellite transmission time must be booked separately 
through Encompass at 1-800-243-1995.

1333 main st., suite 180    Columbia, SC 29201       booking  803-309-0694



inside the studio

Studio-On-Main has a variety of background images that 

can be displayed on all six studio monitors in several dif-

ferent configurations. Customers also have the option of 

supplying their own graphics/photographs. Photographs 

can be grouped on two monitors, spread across all six, 

or generic graphics can be displayed on all monitors.

studioonmainsc.com



booking contact
Hinde Garrison
803-309-0694
hinde@kitchenfish.com

studio phone lines
PL

803-737-2368

IFB
803-737-2369

Control Room / TD
803-737-2896

after hours
Building Security

803-771-6930
 

Fourth Floor / 
SC Department
of Public Safety
803-737-2059

1333 main st., suite 180
Columbia, SC 29201

studioonmainsc.com


